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OVERVIEW

This paper summarizes two models developed by the Illinois Department

of Transportation to predict local travel demand, as well as four alter-

native approaches developed by the Chicago Transit Authority. The

concepts behind the CTA work are similar to those used by IDOT except

that slightly different analytic nnethods and a more detailed data set were
used.

Both the CTA and IDOT analyses emphasize empirical travel patterns and are

formulated so as to predict future levels of ridership on new rapid transit

lines based on actual demand levels on existing rapid transit facilities.

IDOT ANALYSIS APPROACH

Introduction

The IDOT analysis was undertaken in order to estimate potential rider-

ship on a crosstown rapid transit line. The models developed assume
that crosstown ridership would be comprised of local non-CBD trips.

Since, there is no reason to believe that local radial and local crosstown
trips would be behaviorally different, the IDOT models can be used to

predict local ridership on radial as well as crosstown routes.

IDOT Method One: Local Ridership as a Function of Employment and

Population

A linear regression model w^as constructed to predict local ridership on

a rapid transit line as a function of the population and employment den-
sities of the line's service area. The service area was defined as one

mile on either side of the line.

As noted above, the underlying assunnption was that the proposed cross

-

town line would be similar to existing rapid transit lines in all respects

except that it would not serve the CBD. Thus the relationship between
its local ridership generation and employment/population densities would
be the same as that of existing lines.

Burns, I. , "Estimated Locally Generated Rapid Transit Demand in

the Crosstown Corridor, " May 1974.

Hovind, M. and Lisco, T. , "Estimated Potential Ridership for

Alternative Proposed Crosstown Public Transit Systenns", June 1973
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This method was based on the effect of the Dan Ryan Line on neighboring

South Side bus lines. The entering volunnes at Dan Ryan Stations as well

as ridership, before and after the Dan Ryan was opened, on neighboring

South Side bus lines was gathered. Two adjustments of the data were
made to account for: (1) riders, south of 63rd Street, who had previously

used the parallel bus routes as feeders to the Jackson Park/ Englewood
Branches but now use east-west bus routes as feeders to the Dan Ryan;

and (2) riders who still used the parallel bus routes as feeders to the

Jackson Park/ Englewood Branches.

The following line was then fit through the data points for seven paralleling

routes:

Y = .46 - . 14X

where:

Y: percentage diversion from bus route

X: distance (in miles) between bus route and rail line

The one problem with this methodology is that no statistical relationship

between percent diversion and distance from the rapid transit line was
obtained.

Summary of IDOT Methods

The IDOT models seemed to be addressing the correct variables, but

with little success. Four alternative approaches, two of which are
regression analyses based on the first IDOT method, and two of which
are factors based on empirical evidence were then developed.

CTA ANALYSIS

Introduction

The CTA methods were fornaulated to address the following points:

1) Develop local demand models which can be easily used in an on-going
rail rapid transit system optimization study.
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5) Determine the regional quotient, and apply it in conjunction with

the employnrient/ population ratio. The regional quotient would
distinguish between the service areas of lines w^ith high and low
concentrations of employment; and would presumably produce
greater percentages of local trips for lines serving areas with

larger employment concentrations.

The first method to be described is similar to the second regression
equation developed by IDOT except that the number of local trips is

specific to each line and a system-w^ide average is not used. The
second method is also a regression analysis which expresses the per-

centage of local trips as a function of the ennployment/ population ratio.

The other two methods utilize trip generation rates based on the existing

system. The third nnethod is based on the local trips generation rate for

existing CTA lines. The fourth method is similar to the third except that

the trip generation rate is modified by the regional quotient.

Once the models are developed, a comparison of their accuracy is under-
taken. Then the use of the models is discussed.

CTA Method One: Local Ridership as a Function of Population Densities

Based on the data in Figure 1, a sinaple regression equation which de-
scribes the number of local trips per mile on a line as a function of the

population density of the line's service area was obtained:

Y = 44 + . 024Xj
(97) (.005) R^ = .87

where:
Y: number of local trips per nnile

Xj: service area population density (per two square miles)

The functional form of the regional quotient is:

0.= ^Vpx)

^^.T(l-)
^vhere:

e^^: service area ennploynnent density of line x

Pj^: service area population density of line x





FIGURE 1
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This equation is based on the data in Figure 2. The equation obtained

was:

Y = -. 097 + . 645X
(.098) (.249) R^ = . 69

where:
Y: percentage of local trips per line

X: employment/ population ratio

This equation does not include the Lake Street Line since it is a significantly-

different data point, as is illustrated in Figure 2. The Lake Street line has

both a low local trip generation rate and a high ennploynnent/ population ratio,

with this high per capita ennployment being the nnain reason for the unusual-
ness of the Lake Street Line. The low local trip generation rate is due to

the fact that the line serves two areas with distinctly different socio-economic
characteristics (Chicago and Oak Park) which have few trips between them,
and that few trips are made within each area (Oak Park is too small for many
local trips to use rapid transit, and very few people have origins or destina-

tions on the Chicago stations of the line). The high employment/ population

ratio is due to a large number of manufacturing jobs (i. e. factories) and a

low population density in the line's service area.

The results of this analysis are sonnewhat promising in that the hypothesized
relationship does exist (i.e. the coefficient of the employment/ population

variable is positive). However, the relationship is not statistically signifi-

cant at the 95 percent level (6. 7 <1 10. 1 , where Fj
3 os-lO-D- Further-

more, neither the coefficient of the population variable nor the constant term
are significantly different than zero at the 95 percent level (2. 6 JL 2. 8 and
. 98 <c 2. 8 respectively, where t. qc = 2. 8).

It should be noted that, as shown in Methods One and Three, local trips

on the Lake Street Line exhibit the same functional relationship witli

population as the other rapid transit lines.
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FIGURE 2
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Furthermore, in comparison to the first regression equation, this equation

does not have as a high correlation. However, this nnay be due to the fact

that is it based on ratios^ as opposed to total numbers.

However, this method is somewhat more causal in nature in that, unlike

method one, it provides estimates of local ridership which are sensitive

to changes in causal parameters (i.e. employment within the line's service

area).

A second equation was developed to test if the hypothetical relationship

betw^een the service population ratio held for CBD trips (see Appendix B).

This hypothesizes that the greater the ratio, the lower the percentage of

CBD trips. However, this hypothesis was not borne out, and the relation-

ship between the percentage of CBD trips and the employment/ population

ratio was statistically insignificant.

CTA Method Three: Local Ridership as a Function of Trip Generation
Rates

Since, in Method One it was found that the constant term in the regression
equation is not significantly different than zero at the 95 percent confidence

level, local ridership can be accurately expressed in terms of a trip genera-
tion rate. For this reason, a simple relationship which expresses the num-
ber of local trips on a line as a function of the population of the line's service
area as well as a regional trip generation rate was obtained:

LT
LT = (P ) ( T

)X X ^p

—

^T

where:
LT : number of local trips on line x

LT-j.: number of local trips on all rapid transit lines

P : population of line x's service area

Prj.: total population within service areas of all rapid transit lines.

LT^/P-p: local trip generation rate

Regression equations based on rates or ratios usually have lower
correlations because the variance of both the dependent and inde-
pendent is smaller, and the entire variance is due only to rate

variance and not to service area size variances.
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The trip generation of the CTA lines is . 026 local trips per person.

The results of applying this trip generation method to all CTA lines are

shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Estinaat
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62 percent) were far greater than the errors for the estimated local

ridership. The reason for this are the same as those noted for method
one, i. e. problems with service area definition.

CTA Method Four: Local Ridership as a Function of a Modified Trip
Generation Rate

This is similar to method three except it has slightly more underlying
causality in that the local trip generation rate is modified by a measure
of employment, the regional quotient. The regional quotient is defined
so that the probability of a local trip on a given line is proportional to

both its employment/ population density ratio and to the ratio of its

employment/ population density ratio and the average regional employ-
ment/population density ratio.

The functional form of this method is:

(LTJ
Y = (PX ^^x

(Pf

X Q,

where:
Y^: number of local trips on line x

P : population within service area of line x

P^: total population within service areas of five selected rapid transit

lines

LT^: number of local trips on five selected rapid transit lines

Qjj: regional quotient of line x

This method was applied to all existing rapid transit lines except the Lake
Street Line, since, as shown in Method Two, the employment character-
istics of the service area of the Lake Street Line exhibit a significantly
different relationship with local trip generation than is found for the other
lines.

The results of applying this method to five Chicago lines are shown in

Table 3.
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TABLE 3

Estimation of Local Trips by Modified Trip Generation Rate
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Comparison of Methods

A comparison of the degree to which each alternative method can replicate

existing data is shown in Table 4, Three nneasures of accuracy are shown:
average percentage error, root naean square error, and percent root nnean
square error. The absolute value of these nneasures for a specific method
is not as important as the relative values for the different nnethods.

The functional form of each measure is as follows:

average percentage error:
N

tOx - ExI ]
X 100

Ox / N

root mean square error: v ^ (Oj^ - Ex) / t\j

percent root mean square error:

N

IZ (Ox - ^x^ ^-^N ^ 100

M

where:

Oj^: the observed (actual) number of local trips on line x

Ej^: the expected (predicted) number of local trips on line x

M : the mean value of the observed number of local trips for all lines

N: the number of lines included in each analysis methods (For Methods
1 and 3, this includes all rapid transit lines (N=6), while for Methods
2 and 4, the Lake Street Line is eliminated (N=5). )
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TABLE 4

Comparison of Errors





APPENDIX A

CBD RIDERSHIP AS A FUNCTION OF POPULATION DENSITY

An analysis of the relationship between CBD trips on a rapid transit line

and the population density of the line's service area was undertaken to

enable a comparison with the local trip/population relationship previously
obtained.

While the specific trip rate (i. e. slope of the regression line) was expected
to be substantially different, the nature of the relationship (direction of the

regression line) and the degree of correlation was expected to be similar.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between CBD trip rates and population
densities. The following regression equation was obtained from this

data:

Y = 413 + .093x
(1602) (.078) r2 = .27

where:

Y: number of CBD trips per mile
X: service area population density (per two square miles)

As Figure 3 show^s, the relationship between CBD trips per mile and ser-

vice area population density is as hypothesized (the greater the population

density, the greater the CBD trip rate). Also, the slope of the regression
line is four times greater than was obtained for local trips. This is as

expected since the rapid transit trip generation rate is much greater for

CBD trips than for local trips.

However, as the regression equation illustrates, the degree of correlation

bet'ween CBD trip rates and population densities is much lower than for

local trip rates. The relationship between CBD trip rates and service

area population densities is not statistically significant at the 95 percent

level (1.4 ^ 7.7, where Fj^ 4 05 ~ 7.7). The reasons hypothesized for

this are: (1) a one mile service area includes almost all the area from
which local, but not CBD, trips originate (since for local trips, buses

can provide a competitive service within a fairly small distance of a

rapid transit line); and relatedly, (2) the distance from which people

travel to a rapid transit line for a CBD trip varies greatly between lines
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dependent on the nature of the line (a feeder-bus or a walk-in line).

In summary, the population density of a line's service area should not be

used to estimate CBD trip rates on the line. However, this has no impact
upon the validity of using service area population densities to predict local

trip rates on a line.





APPENDIX B

PROPORTION OF CBD RIDERSHIP AS A FUNCTION
OF EMPLOYMENT/POPULATION RATIO

An analysis of CBD ridership as a function of the employment/ population

ratio was undertaken to test the validity of the underlying hypothesis of the

second method: the greater the employnnent/ population ratio, the lower the

percentage of CBD trips. Also, a comparison with the local trip employment/
population ratio relationship was desired.

Figure 4 shows the relationship been the proportion of CBD ridership and
the employment/ population ratio. The following regression equation was
obtained from this data, without considering the Lake Street Line:

Y = .33 + . 646x

(.52) (1. 3) r^ = .07

where:

Y: proportion of CBD trips

X: employment/population ratio

As the regression equation illustrates the underlying hypothesized causality

does not exist. Furthermore, the relationship betw^een CBD trips and the

employment/ population ratio is totally insignificant (,24 < 10. 13, where

Fl,3..05 = 10-13).

Due to the statistical insignificance of this relationship, it is felt that no

conclusions concerning the underlying validity of the use of the employment/
population ratio can be reached.
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APPENDIX C

CBD RIDERSHIP AS A FUNCTION OF TRIP GENERATION RATES

This analysis compares the accuracy of using trip generation rates to

predict CBD trips as opposed to using trip generation rates to predict

local trips. This is similar to the analysis done for Method One in

Appendix A in that the accuracy of the method, as opposed to an under-
lying causal hypothesis, is being evaluated.

The functional form of the relationship is the same as Method 3 except that

CBD trips are estimated. The trip generation rate for CBD trips is based
on all rapid transit lines, and is .10.

The results of applying this rate to the existing rapid transit lines are
shown in Table 5.
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The correlation between the observed and expected values is not high

(r^ = . 61). The percentage errors are also fairly high, with an average
percentage error of 28%.

In summary, the estimation of CBD trips in terms of a trip generation

rate does not provide accurate results. However, this has no impact
upon the validity of predicting local trips in ternns of a trip generation

rate.








